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Annex 12. Sample of FGD Questionnaire 
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Social Questionnaires 
Bayat IPP Project 

October 2018 

Question  Answer  

Name of Enumerator 
 

Name of Field Supervisor 
 

Introduction  

Interviewer to introduce himself to the stakeholder and ask for permission to conduct the survey. 

Once they have agreed to partake, please state: 

"This interview is purely voluntary and you are under no obligation to provide information that you do not feel comfortable with.  If you 

do not want to answer a question, please just state this.   

We appreciate your participation in the survey, and it will help us in understanding the current social and environmental aspects related 

to the project better with your assistance." 

Basic Information 

Place of Interview 
 

Date / Time of Interview  
 

District 
 

Village / Town 
 

Please provide me with your name and surname? 
 

Please provide me with your age? 
 

Please could you provide me with your telephone number? 
 

Please tell me what your marital status is? Single 󠆹󠆹   󠆹󠆹Married  󠆹󠆹   Widow 󠆹󠆹  

Please tell me what your occupation is?  
 

What level of education do you hold? Illiterate 󠆹󠆹  Primary  󠆹󠆹  12th Grade 󠆹󠆹  Bachelor 󠆹󠆹  Trade 󠆹󠆹  

Religious Education 󠆹󠆹  



Social 

Before this introduction, have you heard of the Bayat Gas to Power Plant project before? Ask if they want to elaborate on what they 

have heard about the Project. 

-   Yes 󠆹󠆹 

-   No 󠆹󠆹 󠆹󠆹  

 

Is the existing electricity satisfied in your town/city? 

-   Yes 

-   Very much 

-   No 

-   Very Low 

In 24 hours, how many hours do you have electricity? 

-   1-10 hours 

-   10-20 hours 

-   24 hours 

-   We 󠆹󠆹don’t 󠆹󠆹have 

Where do you source your energy from?  

-   Grid power 󠆹󠆹 

-   Generator 󠆹󠆹 

-   Solar 󠆹󠆹 

-   Wind 󠆹󠆹 

-   Hydroelectric 󠆹󠆹 

-   Other 

Do you agree with implementation of this project? 

-   Yes 

-   Very much 

-   No 

-   A little  

What is the beneficial of this project?  

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

-   Doesn’t 󠆹󠆹have 

-   I 󠆹󠆹don’t 󠆹󠆹know 

  



What is the adverse impacts of this project?  

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

-   Doesn’t 󠆹󠆹have 

-   I 󠆹󠆹don’t 󠆹󠆹know  
Which languages are spoken in your community?  

-   Persian/Dari 

-   Pashto 

-   Uzbek 

-   Other 

From where do you provide your drinking water?  

-   Piped Water 󠆹󠆹 

-   Water Well 󠆹󠆹 

-   Fountain 󠆹󠆹 

-   Stream 󠆹󠆹 

-   Other 

What are the most common jobs in your community?  

Does the implementation of the project will create job opportunities in your community? 

-   Yes 

-   No 

What illnesses have you observed in the community? 

-  Asthma 󠆹󠆹 

-   Paralysis 󠆹󠆹 

-   Typhus 

-   "Hectic" 󠆹󠆹 

-   Diarrhoea 󠆹󠆹 

-   Cancer 󠆹󠆹 

-   Others? 󠆹󠆹 󠆹󠆹 

Are the girls and women studies continuously in your community?  

-   Yes 

-   No 

What are the most problem that female cannot studies continuously in your community?  

-   Tradition 

-   Family violence 

-   Economic problems  



-   Marriage 

-   Lack of school and female teachers 

-   Insecurity  

-   Others   

Environment in General  

What kinds of flora are in the natural areas around us?   

- Trees: 󠆹󠆹………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

- Territorial vegetation:  ………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

- Medicinal plants: 󠆹󠆹………………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

-   Not existed 

-   I don’t 󠆹󠆹know 

What kinds of fauna are in the natural areas around us?   

- Domestic Animal: ………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

- Wild 󠆹󠆹Animal: 󠆹󠆹 󠆹󠆹……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

- Reptile: 󠆹󠆹…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

- Birds: 󠆹󠆹………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

-   Not existed 󠆹󠆹 

-   I 󠆹󠆹don’t 󠆹󠆹know 

What cooking fuel do the people usually use in summer time? 

-   Coal 󠆹󠆹 

-   Wood 󠆹󠆹 

-   Gas 󠆹󠆹 

-   Electricity 

-   Other 

What cooking fuel do the people usually use in winter time? 

-   Coal 󠆹󠆹 

-   Wood 󠆹󠆹 

-   Gas 󠆹󠆹 

-   Electricity 

-   Other 

What are your current source of water for irrigation? 

-   Pipe water 

-   Well 

-   Spring  

-   River 

-   Other 



Is the water enough for irrigation? 

-   Yes 

-   No  

Do you have any questions or comments regarding the implementation of the project?  

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………  
Thank you very much for your time 

 



Group interview questionnaire 

This questionnaire is intended survey of environmental and social impact assessment of Bayat Power 

energy in Sheberghan , Afghanistan. 

Note to Group interviewer directors: 

Based on group interview rules, it is not supposed to enter to detailed and point by point of subjects in 

interview manual. Interviewers should present enough and comprehensive information to attendees 

and get feedback by emphasis to direct and indirect interview methods. 

So you are requested to use direct and indirected methods -as below sample- after project introduction: 

Type 1)  Direct Method: 

What is your mean? Please explain more 

What you think about this? 

How this your cited matter may happen? 

What is you opinions and feeling about this matter? 

Can you please clear more this one? 

I couldn’t understand you, can you please give me a sample or simple? 

Type 2)  In-Direct Method: 

Proper reaction to responses (yeah, right, true, well,…) 

Help attendees to find proper words and expressions to describe their own idea 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

Attendees list 

No Name Job/business Gender  Age  Contact # Sign  

1       

2       

3       

4       

 

Interviewer name and sign : 

Group interview questionnaire, Bayat Power project, Jawzjan province 

Date  Interview start 
time 

Interview end 
time 

Place of 
interview  

city District 

      

No Subjects to Discuss 

1 Do you know about Bayat Power project?  

2 How is current status of electricity in your area? 

3 What is your electricity source? 

4 What is this project points and advantages to your area/ district or province ? 

5 Do you think this project has disadvantages to you and your area? How (if yes)? 

6 Who are most beneficiary people/ group in this project? 

7 What is most challengeable matters to this project which may make problem? 

8 What is your idea about environmental issues may raise by this project in future? 

9 What is your suggestions to make improvement to this project implementation? 


